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We present a novel technique for enhancing an image captured in low light
by using near-infrared ﬂash images. The main idea is to combine a color image
with near-infrared ﬂash images captured at the same time without causing any
interference with the color image. In this work, near-infrared ﬂash images are
eﬀectively used for removing annoying eﬀects that are commonly observed in
images of dimly lit environments, namely, image noise and motion blur. Our
denoising method uses a pair of color and near-infrared ﬂash images captured
simultaneously. Therefore it is applicable to dynamic scenes, whereas existing methods assume stationary scenes and require a pair of ﬂash and no-ﬂash
color images captured sequentially. Our deblurring method utilizes a set of
near-infrared ﬂash images captured during the exposure time of a single color
image and directly acquires a motion blur kernel based on optical ﬂow. We
implemented a multispectral imaging system and conﬁrmed the eﬀectiveness of
our technique through experiments using real images.

1. Introduction
When taking a picture in low light, photographers usually face the dilemma
of using ﬂash or not. The quality of an image captured without ﬂash is often
degraded by noise and motion blur. On the other hand, noise and motion blur
in an image captured with ﬂash are signiﬁcantly reduced. However, ﬂash causes
undesired artifacts such as ﬂat shading and harsh shadows. As a result, the
atmosphere of the original scene evoked by dim light is destroyed. Thus, there
are positive and negative points with using ﬂash.
We propose two methods for enhancing an image captured in low light according to the following two scenarios. In the ﬁrst scenario, we reduce the noise of a
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color image captured in low light with a short exposure time, since the image is
not blurry, but contains a signiﬁcant amount of noise due to large gain or high
ISO. In the second scenario, we remove motion blur of a color image captured in
low light with a long exposure time, since the image is not noisy, but is blurry
due to camera shake or scene motion.
The main idea of our methods is to combine a color image captured without
ﬂash and additional near-infrared (NIR) images captured with NIR ﬂash for
reducing noise and motion blur in the color image. Because the spectrum of NIR
light is diﬀerent from that of visible light, we can capture both a color image
and NIR images at the same time without causing any interference by using a
multispectral imaging system composed of a color camera and an NIR camera.
In addition, NIR ﬂash provides suﬃcient amount of light in the NIR spectrum,
thus suppressing noise and motion blur in the NIR images.
Our denoising method uses a pair of color and NIR ﬂash images captured simultaneously, which is applicable to dynamic scenes, whereas existing methods1)–3)
assume stationary scenes and require a pair of ﬂash and no-ﬂash color images captured sequentially. More speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst decompose the color image into a
large-scale image (low-frequency components) and a detail image (high-frequency
components); the former mainly includes global textures and shading caused by
lighting, and the latter mainly includes subtle textures, edges, and noise. Then,
taking the diﬀerence in spectrum into consideration, we carefully denoise the
detail image by using a novel algorithm termed joint non-local mean algorithm
which is a multispectral extension of a non-local mean algorithm4) . Finally, we
combine the large-scale and the revised detail images and obtain a denoised color
image. We experimentally show that our method works better than Bennett’s
method5) which also uses NIR images to reduce noise in a video shot in a dimly
lit environment.
Our deblurring method uses a set of NIR ﬂash images captured during the exposure time of a single color image and directly acquires a motion blur kernel based
on optical ﬂow in a similar manner to Ben-Ezra’s method6) , which combines
videos with diﬀerent temporal and spatial resolutions. Then, the RichardsonLucy deconvolution algorithm7),8) is used for deblurring the color image. We
demonstrate that combining images with diﬀerent temporal resolutions is ef-
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fective also for deblurring an image captured in low light by incorporating a
multispectral imaging system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We brieﬂy summarize related
work in Section 2. We introduce our denoising and deblurring methods in Section 3. We present experimental results in Section 4 and concluding remarks in
Section 5.
2. Related Work
We brieﬂy summarize previous studies related to our technique from two distinct points of view: denoising and deblurring.
2.1 Denoising
Petschnigg, et al.3) and Eisemann and Durand2) independently proposed methods for denoising an image taken in low light by using a pair of ﬂash and no-ﬂash
images captured using a single color camera. They combine the strengths of
ﬂash and no-ﬂash images; ﬂash captures details of a scene, and no-ﬂash captures
ambient illumination. More speciﬁcally, they decompose the no-ﬂash image into
a large-scale image and a detail image by using a bilateral ﬁlter9) . Then, they
revise the noisy detail image by transferring the details of the scene from the ﬂash
image. They recombine the large-scale and the revised detail images and ﬁnally
obtain a denoised image. Agrawal, et al.1) made use of the fact that the orientation of image gradient is insensitive to illumination conditions and proposed a
method for removing artifacts, such as highlights, caused by ﬂash.
However, these methods share common limitations. That is, they assume stationary scenes and require a pair of ﬂash and no-ﬂash color images captured
sequentially. On the other hand, our method uses a color image as well as an
NIR ﬂash image, which can be captured at the same time without causing any
interference with the color image. The use of an NIR ﬂash image enables us to
apply our method to dynamic scenes, which is the advantage of our method.
NIR images are used for denoising a video shot in a dimly lit environment5) and
for enhancing contrast and textures of an image of a high-dynamic range scene10) .
Particularly, our method is similar to the former method proposed by Bennett5)
in that it uses a pair of color and NIR images for noise reduction. However,
our method diﬀers from it with respect to the manner in which we revise the
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detail image. Bennett’s method revises the detail image in the visible spectrum
by transferring the details from the NIR image. Since it combines intensities
observed in diﬀerent spectra, it causes artifacts such as color shifts. On the other
hand, we revise the detail image by non-locally averaging the color image with
the weights computed based on the NIR ﬂash image. We experimentally show
that our method works better for denoising an image of a low-light scene.
Recently, Krishnan and Fergus11) used dark ﬂash consisting of IR and UV light
for denoising an image taken in low light. They achieve dazzle-free ﬂash photography by hiding the ﬂash in invisible spectrum. However, their method also
requires a pair of ﬂash and no-ﬂash images captured sequentially, and therefore
assumes stationary scenes.
2.2 Deblurring
Yuan, et al.12) proposed an image enhancement method using a pair of images
captured in low light using a single color camera successively with long and short
exposure times. Their basic idea is denoising the image with the short exposure
time and estimating the motion blur kernel of the image with the long exposure
time based on the denoised image. They proposed an iterative deconvolution
scheme focusing on the residuals of denoising so that ringing artifacts inherent
in image deconvolution are reduced.
On the other hand, our method using a multispectral imaging system is considered to be a hardware approach to image enhancement. This system captures
a set of NIR ﬂash images during the exposure time of a single color image and
directly acquires the motion blur kernel based on optical ﬂow. Thus, the use of
multispectral images makes deconvolution more tractable.
Ben-Ezra and Nayar6) proposed a hybrid imaging system which captures images of a scene with high spatial resolution at a low frame rate and with low
spatial resolution at a high frame rate. They directly measure the motion blur
kernel of the image with the low temporal resolution by using the images with
high temporal resolution. Recently, Tai, et al.13) extended their method assuming a spatially-uniform blur kernel to deal with spatially-varying blur kernels.
However, images with high temporal resolution would contain much noise due
to dark illumination and short exposure time, which would degrade blur kernel estimation. One of the main contributions of our study is to demonstrate
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that combining images with diﬀerent temporal resolutions is eﬀective also for deblurring an image of a low-light scene by incorporating a multispectral imaging
system.
3. Proposed Methods
We explain our methods for removing noise and motion blur in images of dimly
lit environments with the help of NIR ﬂash images. We describe our denoising
method in Section 3.1 and our deblurring method in Section 3.2.
3.1 Noise Reduction by Using NIR Flash Image
We explain how noise in a color image captured in low light with a short
exposure time is reduced by using an NIR ﬂash image, as shown in Fig. 1. First,
we decompose the color image into a large-scale image and a detail images by
using a dual bilateral ﬁlter5) . The former mainly includes global textures and
shading caused by lighting, and the latter mainly includes subtle textures, edges,
and noise. We preserve the large-scale image as is so that the shading caused
by lighting of a scene is preserved. Second, we denoise the detail image by using

our joint non-local mean algorithm so that the details are recovered and noise is
reduced. Finally, we recombine the large-scale and the revised detail images and
obtain a denoised color image.
Decomposing color image into large-scale and detail images
First, we decompose a color image into a large-scale image and a detail image by
using the dual bilateral ﬁlter5) . The dual bilateral ﬁlter incorporates the weights
calculated based on the NIR channel into a conventional bilateral ﬁlter9) . Since
the NIR ﬂash image is captured under suﬃcient amount of light and is not noisy,
the dual bilateral ﬁlter signiﬁcantly alleviates the eﬀects of noise contained in the
color image.
More speciﬁcally, we convert the color space of an input image Ic from RGB
(c = R, G, B) to YUV (c = Y, U, V). Then, we obtain the large-scale image of
the Y component as

1
large scale
IY
(p) =
GD (p − q)
ZB (p)
q∈ΩB (p)

×GNIR (INIR (p) − INIR (q))GY (IY (p) − IY (q))IY (q).

(1)

Here, ZB (p) is a normalization constant, and ΩB (p) is a certain area around a
large scale
pixel p. INIR (p), IY (p), and IY
(p) are intensities at the pixel p in the IR,
Y, and large-scale images. GD , GNIR , and GY are the weights calculated with
2
2
the Gaussian functions whose means are zero and variances are σD
, σNIR
, and
2
σY respectively.
large scale
As for the U and V channels, we use the bilateral ﬁlter and obtain IU
large scale
and IV
. Then, we combine the ﬁltered YUV images and obtain a largescale image Iclarge scale . By dividing the original color image by the large-scale
image, we acquire a noisy detail image Icnoisy detail as
Ic (p) + 
Icnoisy detail (p) = large scale
,
(2)
Ic
(p) + 
where  is a small constant for avoiding division by zero.

Fig. 1 Flow of our denoising method with help of NIR ﬂash image.
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Denoising detail image using joint non-local mean algorithm
Second, we carefully denoise the noisy detail image by taking the diﬀerence in
spectra into consideration. In contrast to the existing methods which transfer
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Fig. 2 Basic idea of our joint non-local mean algorithm. Pixel value I(p) is replaced by
weighted average of I(q), I(r), I(s), and so on. Larger weights are assigned to I(q)
and I(r) with similar local textures Q and R to P , whereas smaller weight is assigned
to I(s) with dissimilar local texture S to P .

the details of a scene from a ﬂash image2),3) or an NIR image5) , we denoise the
noisy detail image by non-locally averaging it with the weights computed based
on the NIR ﬂash image.
More speciﬁcally, we assume that the intensity of a certain pixel is similar to the
intensity of another pixel if the appearance of patches around the pixels resemble
each other (see Fig. 2). Then, a detail image Icdetail is acquired as

1
G(v(p) − v(q))Icnoisy detail (q).
(3)
Icdetail (p) =
ZN (p)
q∈ΩN (p)

Here, ZN (p) is a normalization constant, and ΩN (p) is a search area around the
pixel p. We represent the appearance of the patch by concatenating the k × k
pixel intensities around the pixel p into a vector v(p).
This joint non-local mean algorithm is a multispectral extension of the non-local
mean algorithm4) , which uses the appearance of patches in the visible spectrum
for determining the weights. Since the NIR ﬂash image is captured under suﬃcient amount of light and is not noisy, our joint non-local mean algorithm works
well even when the color image is captured under dim lighting, and as a result,
is signiﬁcantly contaminated by noise.
We understand that the joint non-local mean algorithm may degrade because
the NIR ﬂash image captures the radiance of the scene in a diﬀerent spectrum
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Fig. 3 Flow of our deblurring method with help of successive NIR ﬂash images.

from the visible spectrum. However, as far as we know from our experiments,
our algorithm is insensitive to the diﬀerence in spectra and outperforms the most
closely related method5) .
Combining large-scale and revised detail images
Finally, we recombine the large-scale and the revised detail images and obtain
a denoised color image Icdenoised (p) as
Icdenoised (p) = Iclarge

scale

(p) × Icdetail (p).

(4)

3.2 Blur Removal by Using Sequence of NIR Flash Images
We explain how blur in a color image captured in low light with a long exposure time is removed by using NIR ﬂash images, as shown in Fig. 3. First, we
take a sequence of NIR ﬂash images during the exposure time of a single color
image. Then, we directly acquire a motion blur kernel based on optical ﬂow in
a similar manner to Ben-Ezra’s method6) . Finally, we use the Richardson-Lucy
deconvolution algorithm7),8) for deblurring the blurry color image.
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Estimating blur kernel from NIR flash images
We assume a spatially-uniform motion and estimate the blur kernel from NIR
ﬂash images as follows. First, we compute the motion between successive frames
of NIR images by using optical ﬂow. Then, we join the successive motion and
obtain the path of the motion during the exposure time of a single color image.
Finally, we convert the motion path into the blur kernel by taking the energy
conservation constraint into consideration. As for the implementation details,
see Ben-Ezra and Nayar6) .

scenes. The images shown in the ﬁrst row in Fig. 5 are the input no-ﬂash color
images. The dynamic range of the images is linearly expanded for display purpose
only. The images in the second row are the images simultaneously captured with
the NIR camera. The images in the third row are the close-ups of the bounding
boxes in the images in the ﬁrst row, and the images in the fourth row are the
corresponding results. One can see that our method signiﬁcantly reduces noise in
images even for a dynamic scene by using a pair of color and NIR ﬂash images.
Other methods such as Eisemann’s2) , Krishnan’s11) or Petschnig’s3) cannot be

4. Experiments
We implemented a multispectral imaging system composed of a 3CCD color
camera and an NIR camera, as shown in Fig. 4. The image of a scene is split
by a half mirror. We used SONY XC-003 as the color camera, XC-EI50 as the
NIR camera, and a white light source covered with an NIR pass ﬁlter. The image
coordinates of the two cameras are calibrated based on homography14) .
In the current implementation, we empirically set the parameters as follows.
2
2
In Eq. (1), the variances for the dual bilateral ﬁlter are σD
= 100, σNIR
= 87.6,
2
and σY = 22.5. ΩB (p) is an area with 7 × 7 pixels around the pixel p. In Eq. (2),
 is set to 0.02. In Eq. (3), ΩN (p) is an area with 21 × 21 pixels around the pixel
p and k = 3. The variance of the Gaussian is set to 1.5.
4.1 Denoising Results
First, we demonstrate that our denoising method is applicable to dynamic

Fig. 4 Prototype of our multispectral imaging system.
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Fig. 5 Results for dynamic scene. Images in ﬁrst and second rows are color and NIR ﬂash
images captured at same time. Images in third row are close-ups of bounding boxes in
images in ﬁrst row. Corresponding results of our method are shown in fourth row.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 7 Quantitative comparison between Buades’s, Bennet’s and our method.

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Fig. 6 Results for static scene. (a)(e)(i) input no-ﬂash images, (b)(f)(j) result obtained using
Bennett’s method, (c)(g)(k) result obtained using our method, and (d)(h)(l) temporal
average. The reader is urged to view these images on a display because details may be
lost in hard copy.

applied to dynamic scene like Fig. 5, because they require ﬂash and no-ﬂash
images captured sequentially and thus assume static scenes.
Second, we applied our method to a static scene where the temporal average of
no-ﬂash color images is considered to be the ground truth of the denoised image if
we assume zero-mean image noise. Figure 6 shows (a)(e)(i) input no-ﬂash color
images, (b)(f)(j) the results obtained using the Bennett’s method, (c)(g)(k) the
results obtained using our method, and (d)(h)(l) the temporal average. One can
see that the result obtained from our method resembles the temporal average.
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On the other hand, one can see that the Bennett’s method causes color shifts
and blurs (Fig. 6 (b)), sharpened edges (Fig. 6 (f)), or some artifacts (Fig. 6 (j)).
These results demonstrate that our method, which carefully revises the detail
image by taking the diﬀerence in spectra into consideration, outperforms the
Bennett’s method.
Next, we quantitatively evaluated the performance of our method. Figure 7
compares the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the pixel values in the corresponding bounding boxes in the color image. The higher value represents better
quality of the image. We consider the temporal average image as the ground
truth of the denoised image. One can see that our method increases the PSNR
compared with the input color image and outperforms Bennett’s method. In
addition, our method works better than non-local mean algorithm of Buades4) .
In order to show the eﬀect of taking the diﬀerence in spectra into consideration,
we evaluated the performance of our method for an object that have diﬀerent
reﬂectivity to visible and NIR light. Figure 8 are (b) an object with diﬀerent
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Fig. 9 (a) An input no-ﬂash color image. (b) An input NIR ﬂash image. (c) Close-up of (a).
(d) Result generated by our proposed method. (e) Result generated by incorporating
highlight detection. When NIR image is saturated due to highlights caused by NIR
ﬂash in (b), our denoising method does not work well as (d). We can reduce undesired
eﬀect in (d) by using only a color image for pixels in the highlights. (e) is the result of
reducing the blurry eﬀect.

Fig. 8 Comparison with Bennett’s method for an object with diﬀerent reﬂectivity. (a) Quantitative comparison between Bennet’s and our method, (b) an object with diﬀerent
reﬂectivity to visible and NIR light, (c) a portion of the input color image, and (d) an
portion of an NIR ﬂash image.

reﬂectivity to visible and NIR light, (c) a portion of the input color image, and
(d) an input NIR ﬂash image. One can see that some edges in the color image
are disappeared in the NIR image. However, Fig. 8 (a) shows that our approach
increases PSNR for the patch that have diﬀerent reﬂectivity and brings better
result than Bennett’s approach.
Finally, Fig. 9 demonstrates an example where our method does not work well.
One can see that a portion of (b) an NIR ﬂash image is saturated due to highlights
caused by NIR ﬂash. In this case, the weights in Eq. (3) are large for pixels in
the highlights because the textures disappeared due to saturations. Thus, (d)
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Fig. 10 (a) NIR ﬂash images for estimating motion blur kernel, (b) estimated blur kernel,
(c) blurry input image, and (d) deblurred image.

the resulting image is blurry. We can reduce the blurry eﬀect such as Fig. 9 (d)
by using only a color image for pixels in highlights. We applied bilateral ﬁlter to
highlight region detected based on pixel values and obtained the result shown in
Fig. 9 (e).
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4.2 Deblurring Results
As shown in Fig. 10, we captured (a) nine NIR ﬂash images of a scene during
the exposure time of (c) a single no-ﬂash color image. We estimated (b) the
spatially-uniform motion blur kernel from the sequence of NIR ﬂash images and
obtained (d) the deblurred image. One can see that the motion blur decreases
although some artifacts are still visible. Recently, Levin, et al. 15) . proposed
deblurring algorithm that produces better result than Richardson-Lucy deconvolution scheme15) . Using their algorithm would enhance our deblurring results
further.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
We presented a novel technique for enhancing an image captured in low light by
using a multispectral imaging system, which captures a color image and NIR ﬂash
images without causing any interference. The experimental results demonstrate
that our denoising method using a pair of color and NIR ﬂash images is applicable
to dynamic scenes and outperforms the existing method that is most closely
related to ours. We demonstrated that combining images with diﬀerent temporal
resolutions is eﬀective also for deblurring an image of a low-light scene.
The directions of our future work include the enhancement of a noisy and
blurry image since our methods are used for a noisy image without blur or a
blurry image without noise. Another research direction is reducing unpleasant
eﬀect introduced by ﬂash shadow. NIR ﬂash may cause shadow into the NIR
ﬂash image and therefore pixels in ﬂash shadow would suﬀer from noise, which
would hurt the performance of denoising. We plan to remove the undesired eﬀects
of ﬂash shadow in a manner similar to Petschnigg’s approach3) .
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